Award
Mehrnaz Abbasi has been awarded "Graduate Student Research Award Spring 2019 (STEM)"

Grants
1. NIH 1R21AI138589  
   PI: Ruth Serra-Moreno  
   Co-I: Shu Wang  
   $397,798  
   11/23/2018-10/31/2020  
   NIAID/NIH title “BCA2’s modulation of NF-κB and its role in proviral latency”

2. NSF I-Corps  
   PI: Shu Wang; Entrepreneurial Lead: Yujiao Zu; I-Corps Team Mentor: Lena Zappia;  
   Technical Lead: Shu Wang,  
   $50,000  
   12/01/2018-05/31/2020  
   NSF I-Corps title “Burning fat by nanoparticles for obesity treatment (FatBuringNanoTM)”

Media
Shu Wang has been featured on Tufts Nutrition magazine. The online link to the article:  
http://sites.tufts.edu/nutrition/winter-2019/top-docs/

Filled patent application
PARTICLES FOR TARGETED DELIVERY OF ACTIVE AGENTS INTO ADIPOSE STROMAL CELLS.  
Inventors: Shu Wang; Ling Zhao; Zhaoyang Fan; Yujiao Zu